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The Study Guide For Calculated Industries Master Pro Calculator is a must-have study guide to accompany the Calculated
Industries Master Pro Calculator. This study guide conveys the fundamentals of the most complete builder's calculator on the
market.Check out our app, DEWALT® Mobile Pro(tm). This free app is a construction calculator with integrated reference
materials and access to hundreds of additional calculations as add-ons. To learn more, visit dewalt.com/mobilepro.
The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to C# 2010 and the powerful Microsoft® .NET 4 Framework Written for
programmers with a background in C++, Java or other high-level, object-oriented languages, this book applies the Deitel signature
live-code approach to teaching programming and explores Microsoft’s C# 2010 language and .NET 4 in depth. The book is
updated for Visual Studio® 2010 and C# 4, and presents C# concepts in the context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax
shading, detailed line-by-line code descriptions and program outputs. The book features 200+ C# applications with 17,000+ lines
of proven C# code, as well as hundreds of programming tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with a concise
introduction to C# fundamentals using an early classes and objects approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics,
including multithreading, .NET 4, LINQ, WPF, ASP.NET 4, WCF web services and Silverlight®. Along the way you’ll enjoy the
Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented programming and the OOD/UML® ATM case study, including a complete C#
implementation. When you’re finished, you’ll be ready to build next-generation Windows applications, web applications and web
services. Check out the related LiveLessons video product, C# 2010 Fundamentals: Parts I, II and III, containing 20+ hours of
video synchronized to this book: www.deitel.com/livelessons. Practical, example-rich coverage of: .NET 4, Types, Arrays,
Exception Handling LINQ, Object/Collection Initializers OOP: Classes, Objects, Inheritance,¿ Polymorphism, Interfaces WinForms,
WPF, XAML, Event Handling WPF GUI/Graphics/Multimedia Silverlight® Lists, Queues, Stacks, Trees Generic Collections,
Methods and Classes XML®, LINQ to XML Database, LINQ to SQL ASP.NET 4.0, ASP.NET AJAX Web Forms, Web Controls
WCF Web Services OOD/UML® Case Study
After a college science experiment went wrong, Randy Miller lives a crime-fighting double life. He has superpowers and uses them
to aid the US military in stopping a diabolical plan that has jets mysteriously disappearing from the sky.
Explains IBM's operating system, OS/2, including the new 32-bit version, OS/2 2.0, about to be released, for programmers,
technical professionals, and software developers. Details its internals, its linkages, and its compatibility with other software,
especially focusing on its use in personal computers and workstations. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
On the following pages, you'll find 200 Sudoku puzzles to solve. They've been brokeninto 4 sections: Easy, Medium, Hard and
Very hard.At the end of the book, you'll find the answer to each puzzle, but don't peek too soon!SOLVING SUDOKU PUZZLESIf
you're new to the world of Sudoku, you're in for a real treat.While there are all kinds of variations, the traditional Sudoku puzzle is
based on a simple9 x 9 grid made up of "Regions" and "Cells."Solving a Sudoku puzzle is as simple as placing the numbers 1-9
into the empty cells, so thatthey appear only ONE time in each column and row. At the same time, those numbers can onlyappear
ONCE in each region.
The best resource on how to establish and run a company flight department--revised and updated! Business and Corporate
Aviation Management, Second Edition, is the most comprehensive and practical guide for a company to start an on-demand air
transportation system--and make it work. This one-of-a-kind resource skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid
decision-making strategies and smart operating practices needed to define, establish, and manage a corporate flight
department--utilizing the author's more than four decades of experience in the aviation industry. As business aviation continues to
evolve, this blueprint for developing successful flight departments is changing with it. Fully updated, the Second Edition includes
the latest business aircraft, equipment technology, and maintenance practices. It has also been revised to reflect the growing
importance of safety management systems along with changes in running and managing a flight department. New to this edition:
Current regulations and aviation statistics Tables and graphs updated to reflect current values Regulations associated with
increased international operations New material added to each chapter Operations and Safety chapters completely revised
Updated management techniques
Ask Leo! has been publishing since 2003. In those years Leo's written literally thousands of articles answering questions, expressing
opinions, educating about the latest issues in technology, and more.Even in the fast-paces world of technology some stand a test of time and
remain particularly relevant, well received, and occasionally even critical long after their initial publication.Those articles are The Best of Ask
Leo!.Each week Leo hand-selects, lightly updates, and re-publishes one of the articles that has proven, for one reason or another, to meet
the bar - an article that stands out above the rest.The Best of Ask Leo! - Volume 1 contains a collection of the first 26 Best of Ask Leo!
articles, all together in a single place, for your reference and convenience.After you register your purchase (using a link in the book) and get
access to all digital download formats: PDF, MOBI, and ePub, prioritized contact and support, as well as digital updates for life
A brilliant, enthralling debut novel about a fatherless boy growing up in a family of outspoken women in contemporary Pakistan, The Wish
Maker is also a tale of sacrifice, betrayal, and indestructible friendship. Zaki Shirazi and his female cousin Samar Api were raised to consider
themselves "part of the same litter." In a household run by Zaki's crusading political journalist mother and iron-willed grandmother, it was
impossible to imagine a future that could hold anything different for each of them. But when adolescence approaches, the cousins' fates
diverge, and Zaki is forced to question the meaning of family, selfhood, and commitment to those he loves most. Chronicling world-changing
events that have never been so intimately observed in fiction, and brimming with unmistakable warmth and humor, The Wish Maker is the
powerful account of a family and an era, a story that shows how, even in the most rapidly shifting circumstances, there are bonds that survive
the tugs of convention, time, and history.
Construction MasterDelmar Pub
A Perfect Cat Quotes Journal For Cat Lovers If you love cats then this is a perfect gift to treat yourself or buy as a gift. Useful for daily
important notes, plans and ideas This Notebook is 6" x 9" and has 100 pages
A guide to cable modems includes tutorials, diagrams, source code examples, hardware schematics, and hacks to get the most out of this
Internet connection.
Historically, music was long classified as both art and science. Aspects of music—from the mathematics of tuning to the music of the celestial
spheres—were primarily studied as science until the seventeenth century. In the nineteenth century, although scientists were less interested in
the music of the spheres than the natural philosophers of earlier centuries, they remained committed to understanding the world of performing
musicians and their instruments. In Harmonious Triads, Myles Jackson analyzes the relationship of physicists, musicians, and instrument
makers in nineteenth-century Germany. Musical instruments provided physicists with experimental systems, and physicists' research led
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directly to improvements in musical-instrument manufacture and assisted musicians in their performances. Music also provided scientists with
a cultural resource, which forged acquaintances and future collaborations. Jackson discusses experiments in acoustical vibrations that led to
the invention of musical instruments and describes work with adiabatic phenomena that resulted in the improvement of the reed pipe, used by
organ builders. He examines the collaborations of physicists and mechanicians aimed at standardizing beat and pitch and considers debates
stirred by the standardization of aesthetic qualities. He describes the importance for scientists of choral societies as a vehicle for social life
and cultural unity. Finally, he discusses a subject that occupied both physicists and musicians of the era: Could physicists, using the universal
principles of mechanics, explain musical skill? Was the virtuosity of a Paganini or a Liszt somehow quantifiable? Jackson's historical
consideration of questions at the intersection of music and physics shows us how each discipline helped shape the other.

A comprehensive guide to programming with network sockets, implementing Internet protocols, designing IoT devices, and much
more with C Key Features Leverage your C or C++ programming skills to build powerful network applications Get to grips with a
variety of network protocols that allow you to load web pages, send emails, and do much more Write portable network code for
operating systems such as Windows, Linux, and macOS Book Description Network programming, a challenging topic in C, is
made easy to understand with a careful exposition of socket programming APIs. This book gets you started with modern network
programming in C and the right use of relevant operating system APIs. This book covers core concepts, such as hostname
resolution with DNS, that are crucial to the functioning of the modern web. You’ll delve into the fundamental network protocols,
TCP and UDP. Essential techniques for networking paradigms such as client-server and peer-to-peer models are explained with
the help of practical examples. You’ll also study HTTP and HTTPS (the protocols responsible for web pages) from both the client
and server perspective. To keep up with current trends, you’ll apply the concepts covered in this book to gain insights into web
programming for IoT. You’ll even get to grips with network monitoring and implementing security best practices. By the end of this
book, you’ll have experience of working with client-server applications, and be able to implement new network programs in C. The
code in this book is compatible with the older C99 version as well as the latest C18 and C++17 standards. Special consideration is
given to writing robust, reliable, and secure code that is portable across operating systems, including Winsock sockets for
Windows and POSIX sockets for Linux and macOS. What you will learn Uncover cross-platform socket programming APIs
Implement techniques for supporting IPv4 and IPv6 Understand how TCP and UDP connections work over IP Discover how
hostname resolution and DNS work Interface with web APIs using HTTP and HTTPS Acquire hands-on experience with Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Apply network programming to the Internet of Things (IoT) Who this book is for If you're a
developer or a system administrator who wants to enter the world of network programming, this book is for you. Basic knowledge
of C programming is assumed.
RealTime Physics is a series of introductory laboratory modules that use computer data acquisition tools (microcomputer-based
lab or MBL tools) to help students develop important physics concepts while acquiring vital laboratory skills. Besides data
acquisition, computers are used for basic mathematical modeling, data analysis, and simulations. There are 4 RealTime Physics
modules: Module 1: Mechanics, Module 2: Heat and Thermodynamics, Module 3: Electricity and Magnetism, and Module 4: Light
and Optics.
The current trend of various hacking and security breaches displays how important it has become to pentest your environment, to
ensure end point protection. This book will take you through the latest version of Kali Linux to efficiently deal with various crucial
security aspects such as confidentiality, integrity, access control and authentication.
? 50 blank wide lined white pages ? Duo sided wide ruled sheets ? Perfect For Pre-School, Middle school, & High School Students
? 8.5x11 perfect size for your purse, tote bag, desk, backpack, school, home or work ? Can be used as a notebook, journal, diary
or composition book for school and work ? Perfectly suited for taking notes, writing, organizing, lists, journaling and brainstorming
The end to end all ends: The epic finale to the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling TUNNELS series! Total Termination of the English:
The Styx and their lethal cohorts of Armagi will settle for nothing less. Not even the mighty US military is strong enough to stop the
assault!Will and Elliott flee back underground, down to the innards of the Earth first mapped in DEEPER and FREEFALL. With the
support of a small team that survived the plague of New Germania, they discover a secret at the site of the three core pyramids. A
secret that may explain not only where the Styx came from, but the human race, too. Can Elliott, with her mixed blood, unlock the
clues before Earth itself spins out of orbit?All the many threads of the prior TUNNELS books come together in this epic conclusion!
Get all the proper intel on the latest installment of the Call of Duty franchise with Call of Duty Ghosts. This guide provides every
detail for the single-player walkthrough, plus extensive coverage of every multiplayer map. Every weapon is highlighted, detailing
their strengths.
Become an expert in implementing advanced, network-related tasks with Python. About This Book Build the skills to perform all networking
tasks using Python with ease Use Python for network device automation, DevOps, and software-defined networking Get practical guidance to
networking with Python Who This Book Is For If you are a network engineer or a programmer who wants to use Python for networking, then
this book is for you. A basic familiarity with networking-related concepts such as TCP/IP and a familiarity with Python programming will be
useful. What You Will Learn Review all the fundamentals of Python and the TCP/IP suite Use Python to execute commands when the device
does not support the API or programmatic interaction with the device Implement automation techniques by integrating Python with Cisco,
Juniper, and Arista eAPI Integrate Ansible using Python to control Cisco, Juniper, and Arista networks Achieve network security with Python
Build Flask-based web-service APIs with Python Construct a Python-based migration plan from a legacy to scalable SDN-based network. In
Detail This book begins with a review of the TCP/ IP protocol suite and a refresher of the core elements of the Python language. Next, you
will start using Python and supported libraries to automate network tasks from the current major network vendors. We will look at automating
traditional network devices based on the command-line interface, as well as newer devices with API support, with hands-on labs. We will then
learn the concepts and practical use cases of the Ansible framework in order to achieve your network goals. We will then move on to using
Python for DevOps, starting with using open source tools to test, secure, and analyze your network. Then, we will focus on network
monitoring and visualization. We will learn how to retrieve network information using a polling mechanism, ?ow-based monitoring, and
visualizing the data programmatically. Next, we will learn how to use the Python framework to build your own customized network web
services. In the last module, you will use Python for SDN, where you will use a Python-based controller with OpenFlow in a hands-on lab to
learn its concepts and applications. We will compare and contrast OpenFlow, OpenStack, OpenDaylight, and NFV. Finally, you will use
everything you've learned in the book to construct a migration plan to go from a legacy to a scalable SDN-based network. Style and approach
An easy-to-follow guide packed with hands-on examples of using Python for network device automation, DevOps, and SDN.
A practical, fast-paced guide that gives you all the information you need to successfully create networks and simulate them using Packet
Tracer. Packet Tracer Network Simulator is aimed at students, instructors, and network administrators who wish to use this simulator to learn
how to perform networking instead of investing in expensive, specialized hardware. This book assumes that you have a good amount of
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Cisco networking knowledge, and it will focus more on Packet Tracer rather than networking.
The Fashion Design Manual is a comprehensive introduction to the world of fashion. It introduces the reader to the cycles and trends of
fashion, the principles and practice of fashion design, the range of techniques and skills required to be successful in the industry, and the
economic reality of the world of retail fashion. The Fashion Design Manual follows the path a garment takes from sketch to sample, through
production and finally via the retail outlet to the wearer. The book is very generously illustrated with drawings, sketches, and photographs
throughout.
Could Taro, a fisherman’s son, be destined for greatness? In the course of a day, Taro’s entire life changes: His father is murdered before
his eyes, and Taro is taken by a mysterious ninja on a perilous journey toward safety. Someone wants Taro dead, but who—and why? With
his best friend, Hiro, and their ninja guide, Shusaku, Taro gets caught in the crossfire of a bitter conflict between rival lords for control of
imperial Japan. As Taro trains to become a ninja himself, he’s less and less sure that he wants to be one. But when his real identity is
revealed, it becomes impossible for Taro to turn his back on his fate.
Handling computers has gotten easier than before. However, do you know the world of the Internet? What makes a computer go online? How
can you identify someone else's device? What are the different types of networks and how can you safeguard yourself from the different
threats? Let's find out.We will also take a look at the career of a computer networking specialist, and the challenges you can expect. This
computer system and networking guide offers an extensive insight into how computer systems work, the things your computer or router need
to get online, and about IP sub-netting. The book talks about the handy tools you need to get started, as well as network security tools that
will help keep you safe online. Know what analytical skills you need to succeed, as well as the top qualities that make a good computer
networking specialist. Know where to keep the LAN network and how to set up your router. Know your responsibilities when in the IT
department. This book contains all the proven steps and concepts necessary to understand computer system networks, what it is, its
importance, and how to specialize in the field. We cover everything from IPs, to routers, to VPN's and more.A computer systems network is a
fundamental element in most companies today. In fact, it's become the standard structure for databases, programs, and even business
organization.As such, any modern firm looking to earn its place in any industry needs to understand (at least) the essential
concepts.Likewise, any aspiring professional should look for careers relevant in the current market landscape. Computer systems and
networks have become traditional today, but it's still a growing career.Despite having a high demand and applications, the field still has a long
path before becoming its final form. That's why it's one of the most promising fields right now, but despite similar careers like robotics and AI,
it's one that can guarantee employment much quicker than many other specializations. Take a look at all that you need to know to get started,
with this in-depth computer networking guide that you are sure to find useful.
A helpful guide on all things Cisco Do you wish that the complex topics of routers, switches, andnetworking could be presented in a simple,
understandablepresentation? With Cisco Networking All-in-One For Dummies,they are! This expansive reference is packed with all
theinformation you need to learn to use Cisco routers and switches todevelop and manage secure Cisco networks. Thisstraightforward-by-fun
guide offers expansive coverage of Cisco andbreaks down intricate subjects such as networking, virtualization,and database technologies
into easily digestible pieces. Drills down complex subjects concerning Cisco networking intoeasy-to-understand, straightforward coverage
Shares best practices for utilizing Cisco switches and routersto implement, secure, and optimize Cisco networks Reviews Cisco networking
solutions and products, securing Cisconetworks, and optimizing Cisco networks Details how to design and implement Cisco networks
Whether you're new to Cisco networking products and services oran experienced professional looking to refresh your knowledge aboutCisco,
this For Dummies guide provides you with thecoverage, solutions, and best practices you need.

All Things Fun & Fascinating is the perfect tool to help teachers and parents of 3rd-5th graders teach writing with a clear,
simple, step-by-step method using subjects that will fascinate young students. The lessons are meant to be a resource
for teachers already familiar with Teaching Writing: Structure and Style.
Summary Natural Language Processing in Action is your guide to creating machines that understand human language
using the power of Python with its ecosystem of packages dedicated to NLP and AI. Purchase of the print book includes
a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Recent advances in
deep learning empower applications to understand text and speech with extreme accuracy. The result? Chatbots that can
imitate real people, meaningful resume-to-job matches, superb predictive search, and automatically generated document
summaries—all at a low cost. New techniques, along with accessible tools like Keras and TensorFlow, make professionalquality NLP easier than ever before. About the Book Natural Language Processing in Action is your guide to building
machines that can read and interpret human language. In it, you'll use readily available Python packages to capture the
meaning in text and react accordingly. The book expands traditional NLP approaches to include neural networks, modern
deep learning algorithms, and generative techniques as you tackle real-world problems like extracting dates and names,
composing text, and answering free-form questions. What's inside Some sentences in this book were written by NLP!
Can you guess which ones? Working with Keras, TensorFlow, gensim, and scikit-learn Rule-based and data-based NLP
Scalable pipelines About the Reader This book requires a basic understanding of deep learning and intermediate Python
skills. About the Author Hobson Lane, Cole Howard, and Hannes Max Hapke are experienced NLP engineers who use
these techniques in production. Table of Contents PART 1 - WORDY MACHINES Packets of thought (NLP overview)
Build your vocabulary (word tokenization) Math with words (TF-IDF vectors) Finding meaning in word counts (semantic
analysis) PART 2 - DEEPER LEARNING (NEURAL NETWORKS) Baby steps with neural networks (perceptrons and
backpropagation) Reasoning with word vectors (Word2vec) Getting words in order with convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) Loopy (recurrent) neural networks (RNNs) Improving retention with long short-term memory networks Sequenceto-sequence models and attention PART 3 - GETTING REAL (REAL-WORLD NLP CHALLENGES) Information
extraction (named entity extraction and question answering) Getting chatty (dialog engines) Scaling up (optimization,
parallelization, and batch processing)
An accessible explanation of climate change summarizes its science while sharing insights into its implications for the
future, answering key questions from the role of fossil fuels to the economic costs of reducing carbon emissions.
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